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Performance against objectives
The PBO has built a credible and authoritative policy costing and advice service
relied on by members of parliament.
Objectives 1 and 2 – policy costing and advice
Our clients rated us highly for service quality:
▪ 9.5 satisfaction score in 2018-19
▪ 8.9 satisfaction score in 2019-20

Objective 3 – parliamentary and public debate

Satisfaction score

44% of members across all political parties use our services.

Client perception of PBO objectives 1 and 2
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Members use our outputs frequently for confidential policy development.
▪

In the election period, two thirds of our policy costings remained confidential.

▪

Outside of the election period, around 95% of our responses remained confidential.

Members use our outputs less frequently for public debate in parliament.
▪

During the election period, we were referenced in parliament 86 times.

▪

Outside the election period, we were referenced in parliament 34 times.

▪

Poor information supply negatively impacts this objective where release of the
government agenda gives around 2 weeks time to request and respond.

▪

Members are aware of the information supply issue and generally do not seek our
services to support parliamentary debate.

2018-19

2019-20

Target

Source: PBO annual reports for 2018-19 and 2019-20.

Source: Hansard.
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Performance against outputs
The PBO exceeded expectations for outputs relating to the 2018 general election
and we prepared an increasing number of policy costings each year.
Policy costings and advice

Generally, we found advice to be more resource intensive to prepare
than policy costings and more negatively impacted by poor
information supply.

Number

The PBO has prepared 301 policy costings and 78 advice to date. We
rarely responded with a statement of insufficiency, instead finding
alternate data sources to respond where information supply was not
useful, prohibitively slow or not provided.

Policy costings and advice

150

100

50

0
2018-19

Election policy costings and reports
The first election costing period - May to November 2018 – coincided
with establishment of the PBO. The Officer commenced on 23 April 2018
and completed the first policy costing on 28 June 2018.

Policy costing

2019-20
Advice

2020-21

Statement of insufficiency

Note: Data for 2018-19, related to policy costing outside of the election period - from February to June 2019. Data for
2020-21 is from 1 July 2020 to 16 April 2021.

2018 general election outputs

We established the office, team, approach and outputs by July 2018 with
the valued corporate support of Department of Parliamentary Services.

Responses
Election policy costing

215

-

-

We received good take-up for pre-election reports given time available.

Election commitment costing

829

-

-

For our post-election reporting we:

Pre-election report

3

-

-

▪

costed all publicly released policies of the government and opposition

Post-election report

3

-

-

▪

prepared a comparative analysis as well as individual political party costings.

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

Source: PBO annual reports for 2018-19 and 2019-20 and PBO Operational Plan 2020-21.
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Performance against outputs
The PBO developed and released a range of public resources in support of its
third objective.
Public resources

Public resources

Since inception, the PBO has prepared:
▪ 5 budget snapshots

Number

▪ 40 economic and fiscal indicator updates

60
40
20
0

▪ 29 COVID-19 policy tracker updates

2018-19

2019-20

▪ 20 election tracker updates for the 2018 general election.

Economic and fiscal indicators

Budget snapshot

Internal resources

Costing model

2018 election tracker update

▪ 5 re-useable policy costing models in preparation for the next election

Corporate reports

▪ 3 operational plans

3

Number

▪ 1 report of PBO operations

Covid tracker update

Source: PBO.

Corporate reports
Since inception, the PBO has prepared:

2020-21

2
1
0
2018-19

▪ 2 annual reports.

Report of PBO Operations

2019-20
Operational plan

2020-21
Annual report

Source: PBO.
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Strategic issues
Summary of OECD independent legislative review
▪

Mandate

▪

Resourcing

▪

Access to information

Report of PBO Operations
Conclusion
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Summary of OECD independent legislative review
To better position the PBO to achieve its objectives, the Parliamentary Budget Act would
benefit from review aimed at moving towards OECD better practice principles.
The OECD found ‘gaps in the legislation which prevent the PBO from effectively aligning with its better
practice principles for:
▪

Mandate
▪
▪
▪

▪

OECD assesment of PBO Act

External evaluation

80%
60%

▪

40%

To protect its resources from political pressure, the PBO’s budget should be determined in
consultation with PAEC
The PBO should be guaranteed additional resources for election periods

Communications

▪
▪

To ensure full access to public sector information, legislation should more clearly define ‘information
and documents’ and the circumstances for responding as ‘not practicable’
There should be consequences for systematic non-compliance
There should be provisions to ensure that each public sector body deals with PBO information
requests in a confidential manner

The OECD found partial alignment to its principles for the PBO’s relationship with the legislature,
transparency and external evaluation.
The OECD found alignment with only 3 of its 9 principles – local ownership, independence and nonpartisanship and communications.

20%

Independence and nonpartisanship

Mandate

0%

Access to information
▪

OECD better practice

Local ownership
100%

Resources
▪

▪

Should include provisions to undertake work at its own initiative
The inclusion of independent oversight relating to the budget process and requests from
parliamentary committees
In line with the goal of levelling the playing field, the PBO should be the sole provider of election
costings for all parties

OECD independent review of PBO Act (Vic)

Transparency

Access to information

Resources

Relationship with the
legislature

Source: OECD Independent Fiscal Institutions Review: Victorian Parliamentary Budget Office, 2018.
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Mandate
The PBO is limited by its narrow scope mandate towards achieving its objectives. The
PBO supports consideration of expanding its role to create a link to the budget process.
The OECD found that the PBO has a narrower mandate relative to peer
institutions, without clear links to the budget process.
▪

We are required to prepare policy costings against the latest budget or budget
update

▪

We obtain access to budget papers once DTF publishes them (at the same time as
the Opposition parliamentary leader)

▪

PBO information requests for models used to prepare budgets have been rejected,
for reasons we consider outside the PBO Act

▪

We are unable to undertake work at our own initiative, in stark contrast to 94% of
PBOs globally, which limits our ability to support our third objective to support
debate

Functions of OECD parliamentary budget offices

We support OECD recommendations about our mandate which will:
▪

enable us to better achieve legislated objectives

▪

resolve access issues associated with budget information that we require to
prepare policy costings

▪

‘level the playing field’ between political parties for the benefit of the Victorian
community around general elections.

Given that the next election costing period commences in the next
financial year, early consideration would be best.
Source: OECD 2019.
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Resources
Our service capacity to members has reduced each year. The PBO supports
changes to strengthen financial independence.
▪ The budget set for the PBO prior to commencement of the
Officer included 20 full-time resources
▪ Once the PBO allocated corporate overheads, this number
reduced to 16
▪ Our costs have increased each year due to mandatory
increases in staff salaries and other costs, which has resulted
in a reduction of 1 full time resource each year.
▪ During 2019-20, we adjusted our resourcing strategy from
building permanent capability to using fixed term contracts.
In the short term, this enabled us to manage within our
approved budget, but negatively impacted productivity due
to the ramp-up time associated with the specialist nature of
what we do.

▪ In 2020-21, we restructured, merging the advice team and
policy costing teams, which traded financial risk for key
person risk, quality risk and further capacity constraints

By determining PBO funding outside of PAEC oversight, the
government is:
▪ limiting the oversight role of PAEC
▪ applying or could be perceived as applying political pressure to PBO
resources
▪ directing the PBO on when it can surge resources for a general election
▪ requiring the PBO to alter its resourcing strategy from building
permanent resource capability to use of temporary resources
▪ negatively impacting service quality, client satisfaction and our ability
to comply with the legislative requirements
▪ increasing PBO operational risk.

▪ In 2020-21, we will average 12.5 full time resources.
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Access to information
The PBO must maintain member confidentiality when seeking information from the
public sector, which the legislation does not address. With no consequences for
breaching the Act, adherence to legislated deadlines is infrequent.
Standing arrangements
MoU are designed to work in good faith to foster timely, informal and efficient
cooperative relationships.
In 2018, portfolio departments abstained from progressing individual MoU, pending
Department of Treasury and Finance negotiations. The PBO considered this approach
and the conditions that DTF requested at that time to be unacceptable to member
confidentiality and levelling the playing field.

The PBO has actively engaged with the public sector since completion of the election
costing period to build relationships and understand the barriers to signing MoU with
the PBO, as part of its strategy to improve public sector information supply.
In March 2021, DTF provided a new proposed MoU, which is under review.
According to an independent review, we have built considerable ‘good will’ with
departments*.
Public sector performance
Supply of information is a strategic issue in delivering timely and credible services to
members. Implementing alternative data strategies negatively impacts efficiency.

* Report on public sector bodies discovery for PBO, September 2020, Word Map

10
Source: PBO website.
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Conclusion

The PBO is progressing most of its objectives, however it is not doing so efficiently.
Rather than focusing on evolving an innovative and valued addition to the state’s independence framework, against
real reduced funding, we are:
▪ following up information requests
▪ pursuing alternative data strategies
▪ building alternative models that the public sector holds
▪ prioritising risk to maintain expenditure within approved budgets
▪ managing down MP expectations for timely services.
The recommendations in the 2018 Report of PBO Operations, presented as strategic risks remain relevant today as
strategic issues. With 3 year’s of experience in application of the legislation, timely review of the legislation would
be prudent, prior to the next general election.
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Operations and resourcing
Policy costing and advice process

Corporate management

Standing arrangements

PBO website

Requests for public sector information

Independent fiscal institutions community engagemen0t

Prioritisation

Quality

Resource management

Funding

Employee engagement

Compliance
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Policy costing and advice process
The PBO has systematic processes for the preparation of responses, which are
subject to review and improvement.

Source: PBO intranet.
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Standing arrangements
The PBO has had limited success in establishing MoU for the supply of information
with the public sector.

The PBO has established MoU with:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Victoria Police (August 2018)
State Revenue Office (August 2018)
Infrastructure Victoria (August 2018)
Victorian Public Sector Commission (December
2020)
▪ Game Management Authority (March 2021)

The PBO is yet to sign MoU with the 9
public service departments which receive
the majority of information requests.
Source: PBO website.
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Requests for public sector information
The public sector has not consistently met timeliness requirements or provided
complete and useful responses to PBO information requests.
We have issued 520 requests for information since
inception. Over this time, the public sector has provided:

Timeliness
80%

▪ 34% of its response on time

60%

▪ 60% useful responses

20%

40%
0%

▪ 90% complete responses.

In-time

Late
2018-19

2019-20

No response
2020-21

Source: PBO IR Tracker.

Completeness

Usefulness

100%

80%
60%

50%

40%
20%

0%

0%
Complete

Partial
2018-19

Source: PBO IR Tracker.

2019-20

None

Useful

2020-21

Partially useful
2019-20

Not useful

2020-21

Source: PBO IR Tracker.
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Prioritisation
The PBO engages with members to register their ideas and prioritise their
requests prior to the PBO using its prioritisation framework.
▪ Our process for policy costing and advice
allows members to submit their ‘long list’ of
requests for us to ‘assess’ as submissions
▪ In regular client engagement meetings,
members prioritise the work that we perform
for them to best meet their needs against our
resource constraints
▪ Using this approach, the PBO operates at
capacity and has a pipeline of requests.
▪ As a result, the PBO has not needed to utilise
its prioritisation framework under section 24
PBO protocols (2)(c), published on its
website.

Source: PBO workflow system.

Source: PBO prioritisation framework.
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Resource management

Our average full-time resources has reduced each year of operation.
PBO full-time resources (average)
Our staff turnover rate was:
▪ 7% in 2018-19
▪ 7% in 2019-20
▪ 8% in 2020-21.
15.2

15

14

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

Source: PBO.
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Employee engagement
The PBO team is committed to the office’s objectives and contributing as a high
performing team.
100
80
60
40
20

Parliamentary Budget Office

Psychological conditions

Job and role factors

Workgroup climate

Organisational climate

Senior leadership

Intention to stay

Job-related affect

Job-related stress

Innovative behaviour

Satisfaction

0
Employment engagement

All PBO employees participated in
the 2019 Victorian Public Sector
People Matter Survey.
We achieved:
▪ 80% for engagement
▪ 84% for satisfaction
▪ 82% for wellbeing.
These results outperformed the
Victorian public sector average.

Victorian Public Service average
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Corporate management
The PBO operates as a separate legal entity with outsourced providers to support
HR, finance and IT.
Corporate services transition

Information technology

We transitioned from the Department of Parliamentary
Services’ corporate support to our own, in line with the
establishment of the PBO as a separate legal entity from 1 July
2020. We were able to absorb the costs of transition within our
fixed funding.

We operate a fully cloud-based IT environment, which supports
working flexibly and lower operating costs.

Audit and risk
We undertake an internal audit program based on our
operational risks.
We have requested external audit of our first financial
statement for the 2020-21 financial period to be performed by
VAGO as an audit by arrangement.

We maintain a strategic and operational risk register and our
corporate governance focus on identifying, assessing and
responding to risk.

We have developed and refined a workflow system for response
management preparation and client request management, using
digital process automation to reduce manual steps.
We utilise a range of economic analysis and data analytics tools
in support of our services.
We do not have an internal IT function, we use modern IT
approaches that reduce the need for IT support and utilise 3
outsourced providers for desktop support, workflow system
support and data analytics support.

Finance and payroll
We outsource finance and payroll services and utilise cloudbased finance and payroll systems.
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PBO website
The PBO website provides information to members, the public sector and the Victorian
community. It also provides a secure portal for member requests and responses.
We averaged over 1,200 website sessions per month
since we commenced website analytics in April 2020.

Unique sessions and views on PBO website

We periodically undertake a information systems
audit commensurate with the confidential nature of
what we do, as part of our internal audit program.
Our security has been assessed as effective.

Source: Microsoft Azure website analytics.
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Independent fiscal institutions community engagement

The PBO actively contributes to the independent fiscal institution community.
The PBO has responded to requests for information, meetings and inquiry
submissions for:

Establishment of PBOs over time

▪ New Zealand
▪ Western Australia
▪ Wales
▪ OECD Independent Fiscal Institutions network
▪ Vietnamese National Assembly
▪ Office of Budget Responsibility UK
▪ Victoria is one of only 5 PBOs worldwide that prepare election policy
costings and its views are sought on approach and lessons learned.
The Officer has attended 2 OECD meetings of PBO officials, which have
greatly improved understanding of issues facing PBOs, approaches and
mandates. It has also been beneficial in establishing good working
relationships with the wider independent fiscal institution community.
There is increasing interest in Australia and New Zealand for
parliamentary budget offices.

Source: OECD.
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Quality
Quality is embedded into PBO processes to support the accuracy and credibility
of our responses.
All information requests and responses are
subject to:
▪

peer review

▪

director review

▪

PBO clearance.

Overview of PBO methods supporting quality review

These are supported by review checklists for common
areas of review, which are themselves reviewed
periodically.
Quality is built into the way we work, with our
workflow system incorporating each quality step.
For advice, we provide clients with a preliminary draft
response to ensure that it answers their focusing
question and is balanced and fair.
We have incorporated external review into our
approach for advice that allows us to draw on external
specialist knowledge where necessary.

Note: Steps colour coded blue are quality steps.
Source: PBO.
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Funding
The PBO has spent within its annual budget and utilised around $4 million less
than funding approved since inception.
Appropriation

Appropriation ($ million)

▪ PBO establishment spend was around half of budget

2017-18 establishment
2017-18 operations
2018-19 Treasurer’s advance for 2018
general election
2018-19 operations
2019-20 operations
2020-21 operations
TOTAL

▪ A Treasurer’s advance provided surge funding for the 2018
general election

▪ Delays to commencement of operations due to the timing of
PBO appointment meant that 2017-18 operational spend
was around 10% of budget
▪ Operational spend for subsequent years has met budget

Funding utilised ($ million)

Operational expenditure
▪ Office fit-out costs were $0.39 million.
▪ For the 2018 general election, surge resources cost $0.44
million.
▪ In 2018-19, remaining PBO operational costs were 91% staffrelated and 9% corporate overhead.
▪ In 2019-20, PBO operational costs were 85% staff-related and
15% corporate overhead.

Budget approved

2017-18

2018-19

Funding utilised

1.1
3.3

0.6

0.8

0.8

3.3
3.3
3.3
15.1

3.2
3.3
3.2 (est)
11.1

2019-20

20-21 (est)

Total

Employee
0.11

2.57

2.4

2.4

7.54

-

0.80

0.6

0.4

1.77

Non-staff related

0.46

0.67

0.3

0.3

1.75

Total expenditure

0.57

4.04

3.3

3.2

11.1

Secondment, contract and
consultancy
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Source: PBO annual reports for 2018-19 and 2019-20, PBO Operational Plan 2020-21 and PBO management reporting.
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Compliance
The PBO has progressed its objectives whilst complying with the Parliamentary
Budget Officer Act.
The PBO has not breached Act provisions relating to:
▪ merits of policy
▪ confidentiality of public sector information
▪ confidentiality of client requests

▪ functions
▪ All policy costings were based on the latest budget or budget
update
▪ All advice was of a fiscal, financial or economic nature
▪ Public awareness advice was prepared under Section 47.

The PBO has:

▪ published and maintained protocols for services on the PBO
website.
▪ met all corporate and operational requirements.
▪ made no corrections of errors or misrepresentations since
inception.
24

